Allergan’s Total Rejuvenation™ portfolio is where science and aesthetics meet. The portfolio provides medical specialists and their patients with the most comprehensive, science-based aesthetic product offerings available. Please visit www.allergan.com or contact us at (714) 246-4500 for more information.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR AESTHETIC PLASTIC SURGERY (ASAPS)  EAST FOYER
Long at the forefront of aesthetic surgery education, The American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery offers a wide array of products and services designed specifically to help its members build and grow their practice. At our booth you’ll be able to discover new Member or Candidate for Membership options, learn more about The Aesthetic Meeting 2016 in Las Vegas, Nevada, April 2-7, and explore the Aesthetic Surgery Journal through the RADAR Resource aesthetic library-now on all platforms with expanded search capabilities. For more information on ASAPS, please visit www.surgery.org or our patient education website www.smartbeautyguide.com for more information.

ASSI - ACCURATE SURGICAL  THE ASTOR ROOM

BLACK & BLACK SURGICAL, INC.  THE JADE ROOM
Black and Black offers the highest quality instruments for plastic surgery including Black Diamond™ nasal rasps, liposuction and fat harvesting instruments and equipment, Tebbetts™ rhinoplasty instruments, Guyuron cartilage punch and Aston facelift scissors. Introducing our NEW DuraEdge™ osteotomes, LumiView™ molded plastic fiberoptic lighted retractors and our high output portable LED headlight. Contact Bill Black at (770) 414-4880 and visit our website www.blackandblacksurgical.com for more information.

BTL INDUSTRIES, INC.  THE ASTOR ROOM
Established in 1993, BTL is a leading manufacturer of medical and aesthetic devices. This European-based company brings a well-known portfolio including brands VANQUISH™, EXILIS Elite™ and PROTEGE Elite™ to the U.S. marketplace. BTL’s Aesthetic Division manufactures non-surgical RF devices for procedures that patients want most. Contact us at (866) 285-1656 and visit our website www.btlbeauthetics.com for more information.

CANFIELD SCIENTIFIC, INC.  THE JADE ROOM
Canfield Scientific is the leading worldwide developer of imaging software and photographic systems for the medical and skin care industries. Product lines include Mirror® imaging software, VISIA® Complexion Analysis, VECTRA® 3D Systems, Reveal® facial imagers, VEOS™ dermoscopes, customized photographic studio solutions and specialized imaging devices for clinical photography. Contact us at (973) 276-0336 and visit our website www.canfieldsci.com for more information.

CRC PRESS/TAYLOR & FRANCIS  THE ASTOR ROOM
CRC Press is a global scientific, technical and medical publisher of award-winning titles in plastic and aesthetic surgery from Nahai, Rohrich, Fisher, Tonnard, Coleman and other leading experts. Visit our booth for conference-only savings, the latest on forthcoming publications and enter to win a $200 gift. Contact us at (561) 361-6026 and visit our website www.crcpress.com for more information.

CRISALIX  THE JADE ROOM
The only cloud-based 3D imaging solution, bringing 3D imaging to the next level with a revolutionary scanning method through iPad and sensor, and the new Virtual Reality 3D Glasses. Leverage your practice with an easy and fast-to-use system increasing conversion rates and attracting new patients thanks to a unique solution that directly addresses patients’ needs. Contact us at +34 93 295 5177 and visit our website www.crisalix.com for more information.
Cynosure leads the world in aesthetic laser technologies and research, creating innovative, safe, and efficacious procedures for the treatments patients want most, including hair removal, treatment of vascular and pigmented lesions, skin revitalization, tattoo removal, laser lipolysis to remove unwanted fat, and the reduction in the appearance of cellulite. Contact us at (800) 886-2966 and visit our website www.cynosure.com for more information.

Design Veronique The finest compression wear in the world!™ With 30 years of design and manufacturing innovation, patent approvals, and FDA certifications, Design Veronique® offers over 100 Postsurgical Medical Compression Garments to assist patients in recovery from aesthetic or reconstructive procedures. We are the leading exporter to the Americas, Europe, and Asia, with availability to doctors and patients worldwide. Contact us at (800) 422-5800 and visit our website www.designveronique.com for more information.

Eclipse Aesthetics Eclipse Aesthetics, LLC is known for providing superior solutions to the aesthetic U.S.-based medical community and is rapidly becoming a leader in the international aesthetic markets. The company offers a portfolio of quality products including the: Eclipse MicroPen Elite™, MicroGlide GF™, SkinfinityRF™, Eclipse PRP™ and ScarMD™, among others. Contact us at (972) 380-2911 and visit our website www.eclipseaesthetics.com for more information.

Elsevier Elsevier is a leading publisher of health science publications, providing superior reference information, decision support tools to doctors, nurses, health practitioners and students. Our media spectrum – print, online and handheld, provides information in the most convenient format. Contact us at (215) 239-3900 and visit our website www elsevierhealth.com for more information.

Galderma Laboratories L.P. Galderma is a global company founded in 1981 committed to delivering innovative medical solutions to meet the dermatological needs of people throughout their lifetime while serving healthcare professionals around the world. Strategic aesthetic brands in the U.S.: Restylane®, Restylane® Silk, Restylane® Lyft, Sculptra® and Dysport®. For more information, please visit www.galdermausa.com.

Hydrafacial MD - Edge Systems The Hydrafacial MD® resurfacing procedure thoroughly cares for your skin, providing cleansing, exfoliation, extractions, and hydration, including Vortex-Fusion® of antioxidants, peptides, and hyaluronic acid. The Hydrafacial MD® is a non-invasive, non-surgical procedure that delivers instant results with no discomfort or downtime. The procedure is immediately effective. Contact us at (855) 334-3797 and visit our website www.edgeforlife.com for more information.

InMode InMode's technology advancements are the new gold standard for aesthetic medicine. Two decades ago our R&D team were critical in developing state-of-the-art light, laser, and radiofrequency devices, thereby launching and shaping the industry. Our technology continues that legacy in providing superior satisfaction for both the patient and the practice. InMode has revolutionary non-invasive options for fractional skin treatment and contraction (Fractora), skin tightening (Forma&Plus), ultra-fast diode hair removal (Diolaze), peak power photofacial for skin pigmentation and vascular lesions (Lumecca), and cellulite reduction/body contouring (BodyFX). Contact us at (855) 411-2639 and visit our website www.inmodemd.com for more information.
ISAPS is the world’s largest international aesthetic plastic surgery society with 2,900 members in 100 countries dedicated to ongoing aesthetic surgery education and patient safety. Members benefit from our worldwide schedule of courses, journal, journal app, newsletter, unique revision insurance, and expanding global humanitarian program. Contact us at (603) 643-2325 and visit our website www.isaps.org for more information.

KELLER MEDICAL, INC.  THE JADE ROOM

The Keller Funnel™ 2 is a clear, cone-shaped device that gently and easily delivers silicone implants with a no-touch technique. The KF2 has an incredibly lubricious hydrophilic coating which creates a slick surface to provide a low friction interface, allows for multiple passes and can be used with a variety of silicone implants, including breast, gluteal, calf and pectoral. Contact us at (772) 219-9993 and visit our website www.kellerfunnel.com for more information.

LIDA MEDICAL  THE JADE ROOM

Lida Medical is a creative agency with capabilities in video content, digital media and sales collateral. LidaMD developed an innovative video delivery product for the medical community that guarantees an increase in patient education and sales. Contact us at (323) 489-6123 and visit our website www.lidamd.com for more information.

LIPOSALES, INC.  THE ASTOR ROOM

“REUSABLE” Fat Harvest, Separation and Re-Injection Equipment and Supplies. LASER and Liposuction Aspiration Equipment and Supplies. We are about saving the physician time, money and making your everyday procedures easy and more efficient. We turn your IDEAS into REALITY. Contact us at (631) 396-0888 and visit our website www.liposales.com for more information.

LIPPINCOTT/WOLTERS KLUWER  THE BASILDON ROOM

Lippincott/Wolters Kluwer is a leading publisher in the field of Plastic Surgery. Please stop by our display to see new titles and special promotions on The Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery Journal. Contact us at (914) 400-9964 and visit our website www.lww.com for more information.

MARINA MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS  THE ASTOR ROOM

Marina Medical Instruments designs, manufactures, and distributes medical devices for the plastic, aesthetic, reconstructive, and regenerative medicine fields of surgery. Our innovative product line consists of aesthetic surgery instrumentation and our premium lipoplasty products, which include Koume cannulas and lipoplasty accessories. Se habla español. Contact us at (800) 697-1119 and visit our website www.marinamedical.com for more information.

MENTOR WORLDWIDE LLC  THE ASTOR ROOM

Founded in 1969, Mentor Worldwide LLC is a leading supplier of medical products for the global aesthetic market. The company develops, manufactures and markets innovative, science-based products for surgical and non-surgical medical procedures that allow patients to improve their quality of life. The company focuses on three strategic areas: breast, body and facial aesthetics, and is the only manufacturer whose breast implants are made in the U.S.A. Mentor joined the Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies in 2009 and is a part of its Global Surgery Group. For more information about Mentor, contact us at (800) 235-5731 and visit our website www.mentorwwllc.com.

MERZ AESTHETICS  THE ASTOR ROOM

Merz North America is a specialty healthcare company that develops and commercializes innovative treatment solutions in aesthetics, dermatology and neurosciences. As part of the Merz Pharma Group of companies, our ambition is to become the most admired, trusted and innovative aesthetics and neurotoxin company. Contact us at (336) 856-2003 and visit our website www.merzusa.com for more information.
**MICROSURGERY INSTRUMENTS, INC.**

Microsurgery Instruments sells surgical instruments and loupes worldwide. Our Titanium surgical instruments consist of scissors, needle holders, forceps and surgical sets. Loupes range from 2.5x to 11x magnification. Contact us at (713) 664-4707 and visit our website www.microsurgeryusa.com for more information.

**NEODYNE BIOSCIENCES**

Neodyne Biosciences is an evidence-based company developing and commercializing innovative tissue repair devices to minimize scar formation, restoring both function and aesthetic appearance. Their first product, embrace® Active Scar Defense, is the only tension-relieving scar treatment of its kind. Its patented Stress-Shield™ Technology is proven to help prevent scarring and reduce scar formation. Contact us at (650) 543-7130 and visit our website www.embracescartherapy.com for more information.

**NKP MEDICAL MARKETING**

NKP is able to handle all aspects of your Internet Marketing needs. We work with over 850 clients worldwide. With over 10 years of experience, we provide SEO, Custom Website Design, Mobile Websites, Social Media Marketing, Pay Per Click and so much more. Contact us at (866) 539-2201 and visit our website www.nkpmedical.com for more information.

**OBP MEDICAL**

OBP Medical is the leading global developer of single-use, self-contained, illuminating medical devices. Contact us at (978) 291-6853 and visit our website www.obpmedical.com for more information.

**PREMIER PHYSICIAN MARKETING**

Premier Physician Marketing is a prestigious, full-service marketing agency for top-ranking physicians in aesthetic medicine. We specialize in re-branding your practice as the premier aesthetic clinic in your city, using our proprietary celebrity branding process, the 6-step Premier Physician Market Domination Formula™. We are your fully outsourced marketing and practice development partners who work directly with your team to grow your practice. Contact us at (310) 935-1797 and visit our website www.premierphysicianmarketing.com for more information.

**SHIPPERT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES**

Shippert Medical has been supplying Aesthetic Surgeons with innovative products for over 30 years and is the trusted company for all rhinoplasty, liposuction and fat grafting needs. Shippert is home of the Denver Splint, Aquaplast Splint and the Rhino Rocket. Shippert also manufactures standard and disposable liposuction canulas and the Tissu-Trans devices for fat grafting. The Tissu-Trans FILTRON is a sterile, closed unit that collects fat and filters out nonviable cells during harvest, leaving quality fat ready to be re-injected. It works in-line with all current instruments, aspirators and techniques, and is available for 100cc to 2000cc volume procedures. Contact us at (800) 888-8663 and visit our website www.shippertmedical.com for more information.

**SIENTRA, INC.**

Sientra, Inc, headquartered in Santa Barbara, California, offers a broad and compelling array of plastic surgery devices for aesthetic and reconstructive surgery, including silicone gel breast implants, tissue expanders, body contouring, facial implants, and specialty products. Sientra’s offering incorporates the SILIMED® brand portfolio of products, a highly recognized brand worldwide. Contact us at (888) 708-0808 and visit our website www.sientra.com for more information.
Sontec offers a comprehensive selection of exceptional hand-held surgical instruments, headlights and loupes available to the discriminating surgeon. There is no substitute for quality, expertise and individualized service. Sontec's vast array awaits your consideration at our booth. Contact us at (303) 790 9411 and visit our website www.sontecinstruments.com for more information.

STILLE SURGICAL INC.

STILLE surgical instruments are handcrafted, forged instruments known for a superior quality. The original “super cut scissors” is a STILLE innovation – still being unmatched for its perfect cut, unique feel and dependability. All STILLE instruments come with a 30-year warranty. With STILLE instruments, you can perfect the craft of surgery. The tactile feedback using STILLE instruments make them the choice forever. The documented durability proves their cost efficiency, enabling Surgical Perfection For Life. Contact us at (800) 665-1614 and visit our website www.stille.se for more information.

STRATHSPEY CROWN LLC

As a lifestyle healthcare-focused growth equity firm, Strathspey Crown is the catalyst in groundbreaking technology development and commercialization, ensuring tremendous growth and prosperity for our stakeholders. As such, we uniquely partner with specialty physicians to build highly innovative self-pay healthcare technologies and services that provide life enhancement and wellness to patients worldwide.

THERMI

Thermi is a leading developer and manufacturer of thermistor-regulated energy systems for plastic surgery and dermatology applications. The company is focused on the worldwide distribution of its products. Our products are based on the science of heat, using SmartTip technology to enable cosmetic physicians to use temperature as an endpoint. Contact us at (866) 981-5017 and visit our website www.thermi.com for more information.

TULIP MEDICAL PRODUCTS

Premium fat transfer instruments that operate like an extension of a skilled hand for the surgeon who doesn’t compromise on quality. Now introducing the patent-pending Tulip Nano Transfer System – taking fat transfer to the smallest level. Tulip Medical – Delivering the benefits of Fat to Millions™. Contact us at (858) 270-5900 and visit our website www.tulipmedical.com for more information.

WELLS JOHNSON COMPANY

Wells Johnson Company has been the gold standard in liposuction equipment since the early 1980s. Along with our variety of aspirators, infusion pumps, cannulas and ancillary equipment, we have been at the forefront of the fat transfer market with our technology and innovation. We have most recently developed our HVP autologous fat transfer unit, which makes the procedure of fat transfer go much more quickly, cleanly and efficiently. Going forward, we are continuously developing technology that increases efficacy of procedures, while maintaining our high standard of quality. Contact us at (800) 528-1597 and visit our website www.wellsgrp.com for more information.

ZELTIQ AESTHETICS, INC.

CoolSculpting® by ZELTIQ® is transforming the aesthetic industry with the world’s only proven, non-invasive procedure using Cryolipolysis to eliminate fat in specific areas of a patient’s body without harming surrounding tissue or organs. Developed by world-renowned scientists, CoolSculpting is FDA-cleared and has clinically proven efficacy with undeniable results. Contact us at (925) 474-2500 and visit our website www.coolsclupting.com for more information.

ZWIVEL LLC

Zwivel is a HIPAA/HITECH compliant, interactive online consultation prescreening tool that enables cosmetic patients to search for and interact with plastic surgeons before their full, in-office consultation, saving both the plastic surgeons and cosmetic patients hours of valuable time from consultations that do not result in a procedure.